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1.1.1 Introduction
Different types of geophysical precursors are used in earthquake prediction to

reduce the probability of unexpected catastrophic earthquakes. Several years prior

to such earthquakes, some anomalies occur within geophysical fields, such as

crustal deformation, seismicity, and electric conductivity. Zones that manifest

such anomalies will migrate within 200�300 km from the epicenter of a subse-

quent earthquake. The migration mechanisms for different anomalous zones, and

the interrelations among them, reflect the evolution of seismotectonic stress fields,

which could contain valuable information about the timing of seismic activity.

Over the past 30 years, data have been collected from a number of different scien-

tific disciplines and from several different countries, including China, Japan, the

United States, Greece, Turkey, and Russia.

In China, for example, information on hundreds of large earthquakes is now

available from databases that are part of a substantial observational network. The

accumulated information is used to investigate problems of earthquake prediction,

using statistical analyses and various characteristics of geophysical anomalies at

different preearthquake stages. Some previously successful earthquake predictions
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by Chinese geophysicists were based on synthesized information related to

changes in the behavior of anomalies at medium- and short-range preearthquake

stages (Ma et al., 1995; Mei, 1992; Zhang and Zhang, 1992). However, the use of

multidisciplinary resources in earthquake prediction, and the results from them,

raise new, important questions with regard to determining interrelationships

among seismicity processes, variations in geophysical fields, and the sources of

anomalies (Alekseev, 1993; Keilis-Borok and Molchan, 1968).

1.1.2 Main properties of the integral precursor
Earthquakes occur through massive rock failure, which begins in a source zone.

Therefore study of the prefailure processes and monitoring of these processes are

of major importance for earthquake prediction. An investigation into rock failure

in samples of various materials in the laboratory, as well as on a larger scale (in

particular Earth crust blocks during earthquakes), reveals the general patterns of

the rock failure process.

Step-by-step development of this process over time is the most general princi-

ple. Some kinetic laws and concepts of rock failure were established by S.N.

Zhurkov and his colleagues from the Physical-Technical Institute of the Russian

Academy of Sciences (RAS) in St. Petersburg (Zhurkov et al., 1977; Zhurkov,

1968). They are similar to the rock-failure-scheme concepts for large-scale objects

in the Earth’s crust during earthquakes that were proposed by researchers from

the Institute of the Earth’s Physics of the RAS (Myachkin et al., 1975, 1974).

One of these researchers, G.A. Sobolev, formulated the following three principles,

which he described as being of major importance in searching for earthquake pre-

cursors and predicting earthquakes (Sobolev, 1978):

1. The development of crack systems in preearthquake zones results from an

increase in microcrack volume density, from the stage of increasing crack

sizes (and decreasing numbers of cracks) to the formation of large fractures.

2. The relationship describing step-by-step transition from small cracks to larger

cracks, when smaller cracks reach some critical value, in accordance with the

concentration criterion (Zhurkov et al., 1977; Zhurkov, 1968), has the form

K� 5
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N L3

p
;

(1.1.1)

where N is the number of cracks of size L per unit volume, K� is the critical

average distance between cracks, measured in units of average crack lengths.

When the average distance between cracks becomes smaller than a certain

critical value, there is an abrupt reorganization of the entire system of cracks,

with an increase in the average crack sizes (in some geometrical proportion)

and a decrease in the average volume concentration. Cracks tend to localize in
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the area of a future macrofracture. These phenomena are typical for any scale

and any loading regime.

3. Reorganization of the crack system manifests itself as a change to some of the

characteristics of the medium in a developing earthquake source and as

the formation of anomalies in some geophysical fields. In particular,

concentration of the crack-formation process can be evidence of a change in

the seismicity regime for weak earthquakes, and in the appearance of rock

anisotropy in a future earthquake source. The appearance of elastic anisotropy

is most conspicuous in the formation of anomalies prior to large earthquakes

(Nersesov et al., 1971).

Some geophysical fields can be affected by the opening of microcracks. In

particular, gas and fluid permeability increases in those areas of the Earth’s crust

where this process takes place. As a consequence, the groundwater level, the

intensity of gas flow, and the electrical resistance can change. The loosening of

rock resulting from the increase in total crack volume must also cause local grav-

ity anomalies.

Thus the crack-density function as a measure of rock failure has some advan-

tages, because this function is present in the formulation of all three principles.

Another advantage is that the crack-density function can be more accurately and

reliably determined from multidisciplinary data, owing to its presence in the mod-

els of various geophysical fields—the complementary principle (Alekseev, 1992).

An analysis of the preexisting stress fields at earthquake locations (Miao,

1993; Wang and Liao, 1996) and the results from dilatancy-zone numerical

modeling (presented later) suggest that cracks of some scale level can be formed

at distances of 200�300 km from the source of a future earthquake.

Although the earthquake development process is “slow,” lasting up to several

hundreds of years, it is an energy-intensive process. Considerable rheological

change in the medium takes place, and anomalous zones form within different

kinds of geophysical fields. Crack openings in zones with increased shearing and

tensile stresses are the most basic mechanism of medium change. Such zones are

formed near the sources of future earthquakes, if the spatial distribution of forces

is nonuniform. Many seismologists consider that the initial stage of crack opening

and the subsequent state of the medium when rock failure develops are connected

to medium dilatancy (Nikolayevskii, 1982; Nur, 1971; Brace et al., 1966).

Dilatancy is the nonlinear loosening of rocks caused by crack formation from

shear. This process takes place when tangential stresses exceed a certain thresh-

old. A dilatancy zone includes points within an elastic medium, for which the fol-

lowing condition is satisfied:

Dτ � τ2αðP1 ρgzÞ2 Y$ 0; (1.1.2)

where ρ is the density of rocks, g is the gravitational acceleration, α is the coeffi-

cient of internal friction, Y is the cohesion of rocks, z is the depth of the point,

and P is the hydrodynamic pressure
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P52
1

3
ðσ11 1σ22 1σ33Þ; (1.1.3)

where σij is the stresses and τ is the intensity of the tangential stresses:

τ5
ffiffiffi
3

p

2
ðσ112σ22Þ2 1 ðσ222σ33Þ2 1 ðσ332σ11Þ2 1 6ðσ2

121σ2
131σ2

23Þ�
1=2

:
h

(1.1.4)

Condition of Eq. (1.1.2) coincides with Schleicher�Nadai’s criterion of rock

failure caused by shearing loads and describes the beginning of the rock-failure

process. It can also be used at the “rock prefailure” stage (when loading constitu-

tes up to 60%�90% of the critical value) for describing the shape of areas with

rapid crack growth.

To demonstrate the complex character of dilatancy zones, we use the sim-

plest model of the Earth’s crust, which is taken as a uniform, isotropically elas-

tic half-space. This complexity manifests itself even when a point force is a

source of tectonic stresses. Exact solutions for elastic displacements and stres-

ses, from a point source satisfying the conditions of zero stresses at the surface

z5 0, were used to model the stress field in an elastic half-space (Alekseev

et al., 1998b).

The domain surface Dτ5 0 from Eq. (1.1.2) for the double-force source at a

depth of 15 km is shown in Fig. 1.1.1. Here, the parameters of the elastic half-

space are as follows:

υp 5 6000 m=s; υs 5
υpffiffiffi
3

p ; λ5μ5 ρυ2s 5 3:483 1010 Pa;

ρ5 2900 kg=m3; g5 9:9 m=s2; Y 5 33 106 Pa; α5 0:5:
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FIGURE 1.1.1

Exact solutions for elastic displacements and stresses from a point source satisfying the

conditions of zero stresses at the free surface show that there are two dilatancy zones—

the “source” zone in the vicinity of the elastic dipole application point and the “surface”

zone in the layer near the free surface. Shapes of “source” and “surface” dilatancy

zones in the plane y5 0 (15 km5 source depth), double force M0 5 33 1020 N;

n5 ðcos ϕ; 0; sin ϕÞ; p5 ð0; 1; 0Þ; ϕ5 30�.
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The double force is specified in the form of a moment tensor, M5M0np,

where M0 is the dipole momentum (scalar), and np is a dyad characterizing the

orientation of the force (n) and the arm of the force (p).

The domain surface Dτ5 0 from Eq. (1.1.2) for the double-force couple

source at a depth of 15 km is shown in Fig. 1.1.2. The double-force couple is set

in the form of a moment tensor, M5 1=2
� �

M0ðnp1 pnÞ. In this case, the con-

formable matrix is symmetric.

Tangential stresses inside the domain Dτ$ 0 dominate over compressional

stresses. The resistance of the medium to shearing forces is overcome due to

cohesion. Conditions favorable to crack increases are modeled. Note that the

mechanisms of crack opening and the rheological changes to the geological

medium in the zone Dτ$ 0 are not described by these solutions. The solutions

are valid only for determining the transition from the elastic state to the state of

nonlinear loosening.

The interesting feature in both Figs. 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 is the formation of two

dilatancy zones, which are the “source” zone in the vicinity of the source point

and the “surface” zone in the upper part of the model. Here, the stress field from

the source mostly affects tangential stresses, while the compressional stresses

and the hydrostatic pressure contribute only slightly, due to the proximity to the

surface.

The behavior of the surface dilatancy zone varies, depending on the following

parameters: h (the source depth), M0 (the source intensity), the angle ϕ (the force

orientation in the source), and Y (the cohesion of the medium’s elements). It can

vanish with increasing source depth or merge with the source zone as the source

intensity increases. In some cases, the horizontal size of the surface zone is 200

(or more) km, with a complex shape when projected onto the Earth’s surface. It is

easy to verify that the pattern of displacement in dilatancy zones along the surface

can be complex, particularly when influenced by several sources distributed in

space whose intensity varies over time.
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FIGURE 1.1.2

As in Fig. 1.1.1 except for the double-force couple

M0 5 6:753 1020 N; n\ 5 p; p\ 5 n; n5 ðcos ϕ; 0; sin ϕÞ; p5 ð0; 1; 0Þ;ϕ5 30�.
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Since anomalous geophysical fields are naturally related to surface dilatancy

zones, to effectively investigate the sources of these anomalies, the location of

the dilatancy zones must be determined as reliably as possible.

The condition of loosening rocks, taking into account the mechanisms of crack

formation by tension of the medium, can be written in the form of a new

criterion:

0#Dσ �

1

2
σ1ð12 sin ϕÞ2 1

2
σ3ð11 sin ϕÞ2Y cos ϕ;

if2σ3 $σp;
if2σ3 ,σp;

2σ3 2σp;

8>>>><
>>>>:

(1.1.5)

where σ1 and σ3 are the largest and smallest principal stresses, respectively; ϕ is

the angle of internal friction; Y is the cohesion; and σp is the rock strength. This

criterion determines dilatancy zones under conditions in which the medium can

withstand large shearing stresses, but offers less resistance to tensile forces.

Note that, so far, the existence of surface dilatancy zones under real conditions

should be considered a hypothesis. The use of this hypothesis for practical analy-

sis of anomalies within various geophysical fields is an attempt to find reasons

for the evolution of these anomalies, and to clarify the mechanisms of their

interrelation.

Monitoring of the crack-density variation in the source zone is of special

importance for short-range earthquake prediction. This monitoring should not be

separated from observations of the surface dilatancy zone and the anomalous

fields associated with it. First, the location of the future source is not known

exactly, and its determination is closely related to the behavior of surface anoma-

lous zones. Second, the reliability and accuracy of estimating the crack-density

function in the source zone depend on the information regarding field anomalies

in surface zones.

Before proceeding to the scheme for estimating the integral precursor in the

source using multidisciplinary monitoring, it is reasonable to consider the relation-

ship between crack-formation processes in the source and surface dilatancy areas.

Generally, a stress field is an energy-charged medium in which a relationship

exists between the source and surface zones. The lines of largest tangential stress

(or largest tensile stress) provide an estimate for the predominant orientation of

cracks that occur in zones of the source and surface types.

When dilatancy zones of the two types are combined into one zone, there is a

joint area of fracturing. This area combines the surface zones of anomalous fields

with the source zone, in which the development of the rock failure process can

directly influence the change in the geophysical anomalies. When dilatancy areas

are separated, the source zone can retain its direct influence on the anomalies of

some fields (e.g., on the values of the velocities υp and υs) by a joint area of

introduced anisotropy within the medium. The anisotropy coefficients can be

expected to vary in a special way during the crack growth process, because the
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orientation of the axis of symmetry remains the same. This can simplify the prob-

lem of estimating the average number of cracks by a high-resolution vibroseismic

method (Alekseev et al., 1998a,b, 1999, 2001).

1.1.3 Multidisciplinary model of integral precursor and
combined inverse problems

An analysis of crack-system development at earthquake sites prior to seismic

activity shows that earthquake prediction of rock failure should include a determi-

nation of the major space�time characteristics of the crack systems at these sites.

Such investigations should be performed in the dilatancy zones where the crack

systems are developed.

Observations of geophysical anomalies enable investigators to determine the

crack-density function. It was assumed in the previous section that the crack-

opening processes in dilatancy zones are related to the mechanisms forming

anomalous fields. Qualitatively, the formation of anomalies in gravitational,

electrical-conductivity, groundwater-level, and gas- and fluid-permeability fields

can be explained by cracks. It is evident that special investigations are needed to

obtain quantitative models of geophysical fields in fractured media (Brace

et al., 1966).

In the process of deformation (prior to failure), loosening is characterized by

the volume expansion (dilatation) Θ5 div U, where the divergence is calculated

from the elastic displacement vector. It is assumed here that the vector compo-

nents are sufficiently smooth (differentiable) functions. If we consider a small

volume V0, which is V1 after deformation, then V15V0 (11Θ). If the medium’s

density is ρ0, after deformation it is ρ15 ρ0/(11Θ). For large, deformed

volumes, this loosening is considerable. It generates an anomaly in the gravita-

tional field V (x, y, 0)5V0 (x, y), which we can use to solve the inverse problem

ΔV 52 4πρ1Θ; Vjz50 5V0 ðx; yÞ; (1.1.6)

to determine density ρ1 (x, y, z)5 ρ0/(11Θ), and loosening Θ (if this inverse

problem can be solved uniquely and the initial density is known). The main diffi-

culty—the one that leads us to consider multidisciplinary (combined) statements

of inverse problems—is that the inverse problem posed by Eq. (1.1.6), does not

have a unique solution. It is ill-posed, an attempt to find a three-dimensional func-

tion ρ1 (x, y, z) using a known two-dimensional function V0 (x, y). This is impos-

sible without additional information. The significance of combining problem

statements is in the use of additional information from the solution to state a new

inverse problem for the same physical quantity.

The approach for determining the characteristics of cracking (the integral

precursor) using data from geophysical anomalies can also utilize the idea of the

surface dilatancy zone. Let us introduce a medium’s volume expansion
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(loosening) function, θ (x, y, z, t). This function can be considered piecewise con-

tinuous, and it is assumed to be equal to the total relative volume of cracks in the

medium’s unit volume. The number of cracks in the unit volume can be deter-

mined by the formula N5 θ (x, y, z, t)/θL (x, y, z, t), where θL (x, y, z, t) is the

relative average volume of a crack with length L.

Let us consider a combined inverse problem for gravitational and electric

data, groundwater-level evaluation, and the seismic method for measuring the

effective anisotropy coefficients of cracked rocks, on the basis of the complemen-

tary principle of geophysical methods (Alekseev et al., 1995; Alekseev, 1992)—

to obtain reliable estimates of the function. Each of these methods is based on

measurements at the surface z5 0 of a corresponding geophysical field

Uvðx; y; 0; tkÞ5U0
v ðx; y; tkÞ; (1.1.7)

here, tk5 kTv, with Tv being the time interval between the recording times of field

values during monitoring.

Methods for solving direct and inverse problems exist for all geophysical

fields that are used in the problem of earthquake prediction (Alekseev, 1967;

Alekseev et al., 1971, 1958; Alekseev and Mikhailenko, 1977; Alekseev and

Tsibulchik, 1996; Alterman and Karal, 1968; Babich et al., 1985; Mikhailenko,

1978; Petrashen, 1978). In direct problems, the equations for the field

LvðUv; αv; βvÞ5 fvðx; y; z; tÞ; (1.1.8)

surface conditions

lvðUv; αv; βvÞjs 5 hv ðs; tÞ; (1.1.9)

and the initial data

Uvðx; y; z; tÞ jt50 5U0
v ðx; y; zÞ (1.1.10)

are assumed to be given. Here αv (x, y, z) and βv (x, y, z) are the physical and

geometrical characteristics of the medium; fv (x, y, z, t) is the external volume

sources of the field; and hv (s, t) is the sources at the surface S. The statement of

the combined inverse problem is illustrated by Fig. 1.1.3.

Numerical methods for solving direct problems exist for many of the above-

mentioned fields. These methods use specified geological medium characteristics

αv (x, y, z), βv (x, y, z), the field sources, and the surface S. In inverse problems,

the following information is known: the field U0
v (si, t) at a series of points si at

the surface S and the sought-for characteristics of the medium αv, βv, or other ele-

ments of the problem (the shape of the surface S, some sources fv or hv).

The model of a multidisciplinary (combined) inverse problem determines the

integral precursor θ (x, y, z, t), that is, the relative crack-density function. In this

case, all geometrical and physical parameters of the medium, with the exception

of the function θ (x, y, z, t), are considered to be known, and the function θ (x, y,

z, t) is considered to be independent of time during each field measurement

tk5 kTv.
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An optimization method can be used to solve the combined inverse problem.

Let βv (x, y, z, t, θ) represent the operator for calculation of the field Uv (x, y, z, t)

in the direct problem for the method with the number v. The problem lies in

determining θ (x, y, z, t) which minimizes the functional:

IðθÞ5 min|{z}
θAMθ

Xm
v51

γv½U0
v ðx; yÞ2Bvðx; y; 0; tk; θÞ�2; (1.1.11)

where γv is the weight coefficients for individual methods, Mθ is an a priori set of

possible solutions θ; U0
v ðx; yÞ is the measured field, and βv (x, y, 0, tk, θ) is the

modeled field. The functional represented in Eq. (1.1.11) assumes no statistical

correlation between the measured fields.

Optimization methods traditionally involve considerable computational diffi-

culties. They are associated with simultaneously solving a large number of direct

problems for different fields. In addition, the functional being minimized often

has many local minima, making searches for the global minimum difficult. To

solve such problems successfully, one should use high-performance computers

and good initial approximations to the sought-for functions.

The seismic method, using powerful vibroseismic sources, can yield

more detailed data about the medium structure, including an evolution of

fractured zones. Employing observation systems with multiple overlaps,

these sources provide resolution similar to well-known results in seismic

prospecting.

Here we will not consider the capabilities of active seismology (Alekseev

et al., 1997) using powerful vibrators, signals from which can be recorded at dis-

tances of up to 500�1000 km. Rather, we shall consider vibroseismic sounding of

dilatancy zones as necessary instruments to increase the reliability and accuracy

of the obtained information.

S0

S1

S2
S3

x∈D

α1
v β1

v

β 0
v

β2
v

β i
x

α0
v

α i
x

α2
v

FIGURE 1.1.3

Statement of the combined inverse problem. The physical and geometrical characteristics

of the medium αv (x, y, z), βv (x, y, z), the field sources, and the surfaces Si.
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1.1.4 Methods for vibroseismic monitoring of seismic-
prone zones

The Siberian Branch of the RAS has gathered unique experimental data from field

observations (Alekseev et al., 1995, 1996, 2004, 2005). Seismograms have been

obtained at distances of up to 400 km, and records of monofrequency signals

have been obtained at distances of up to 1000 km, using vibrators with forces of

50, 100, and 250 tons. Among the important problems for active seismology are

the methods for vibroseismic monitoring of seismic-prone zones and, in particu-

lar, a method for determining the function θ (x, y, z, tk). To determine θ (x, y, z,

tk), the deep seismic sounding (DSS) scheme can be used, together with the com-

mon depth point scheme, at profiles 150�200 km in length over the source of an

impending earthquake.

At the stage of long-range prediction, the period between soundings can be

from 6 months to 1 year. At the stage of short-range prediction, soundings must

be more frequent and observation systems must be more detailed.

We assume that the medium’s properties vary only slightly between measure-

ments. These small variations can be made into the major elements of variability

in seismic cross-sections with the help of the “interframe correlation” method

(i.e., by the subtraction of sequential images of the medium and analysis of

increments).

An analysis of experiments on rock failure shows that the variability in

crack sizes is greater than the variability in the dominant orientation of cracks

(Nur, 1971). Sometimes crack sizes vary abruptly during the transition to the

next scale level of rock failure (Zhurkov, 1968). This property enables us

to simplify and refine the algorithms for processing of vibroseismic

observations.

A general monitoring scheme is shown in Fig. 1.1.4. Automatic data proces-

sing using this scheme assumes the development of migration methods and the

solution of inverse dynamic problems within the total system of equations for

dynamic elasticity in an anisotropic medium:

@σij

@xj
1 ρ

@Φ
@xi

5 ρ
@2Ui

@t2
(1.1.12)

with the generalized Hooke’s law

σij 5Cikðvs; Ks; Kf ; θÞεkj; (1.1.13)

where σij is the stresses; εkj is the deformations; Φ is the gravitational potential;

Cik is the effective parameters of anisotropy for the fractured medium; vs is the

Poisson’s coefficient for the imbedding (elastic isotropic) medium; Ks is the mod-

ulus of volume deformation in the imbedding medium; Kf is the modulus of vol-

ume deformation for the liquid or gaseous phase in the porous half-space; and θ
is the volume density of cracks.
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Eq. (1.1.12) (often lacking the gravitational potential term) and Hooke’s law

[Eq. (1.1.13)] are widely used in geophysics to describe seismic waves in frac-

tured media. There are several formulations of the generalized Hooke’s law, with

the anisotropy coefficients approximating the wave processes in fractured media

at low frequencies (Budiansky and O’Connell, 1976; Crampin, 1978, 1984). The

density of cracks θ is present explicitly in Hooke’s law [Eq. (1.1.13)]; depending

on the assumed shape of cracks. The following formula is given in Hoenig

(1979):

e5
2N A2

π Pe

: (1.1.14)

This formula defines the density of cracks e for the densely packed N parallel-

plane elliptic cracks of the area A with perimeter Pe. It is valid for any plane

cracks with convex boundary shapes.

Eqs. (1.1.12) and (1.1.13) form the basis for seismic data processing in seismic

prospecting and seismology. In practice, simplified kinematic approaches have

been used so far.

The observation scheme for waves reflected and refracted from the Moho sur-

face in the Earth’s crust, using vibroseismic sounding of the source and surface

dilatancy zones, is shown in Fig. 1.1.4. The presence of fractures in these zones,

and the changes in their volume density during the periods between monitoring

sessions, can be determined from the changes in anisotropy coefficients and wave

Ai

Bi

tP tSV tSH tP tSV tSH P SV SH

FIGURE 1.1.4

The general scheme of monitoring of the medium using a vibrational source. Vibroseismic

observation profile of P, SV, and SH waves for the monitoring function θ (x, y, z, tk) in the

dilatancy zone. This function characterizes the development of crack systems in the

earthquake source and in anomaly zones of geophysical fields. To determine θ (x, y, z, tk),

the deep seismic sounding (DSS) scheme can be used together with the common depth

point (CDP) scheme at profiles 150�200 km in length over the source of an incipient

earthquake.
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propagation velocities. The transverse wave S splits into SV and SH waves at the

boundaries of dilatancy zones. The depth and shape of the boundaries, as well as

the wave propagation velocities, can be determined (by well-known methods)

from the lags ΔtSV, ΔtSH in the arrival times of the corresponding waves at the

points Bi
SV ; B

i
SH ; and the source located at the point Ai.

For the fractured model of the type (Hoenig, 1979), the velocities of all three

wave types υP, υSV, and υSH are determined by the formula

υ5
υ0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

11 ef ðγÞ
p ; (1.1.15)

where υ0 is the wave velocity in the medium before the appearance of cracks, f

(γ) is one function for all types of waves (Garbin and Knopoff, 1975; Crampin,

1978), and γ is the angle between the direction of wave propagation and the

direction normal to the orientation of plane cracks. The quantity e from

Eqs. (1.1.13) and (1.1.14) is the sought-for function θ (x, y, z, tk). It can be deter-

mined not only from seismic monitoring data, but also from routine seismologic

observations of the velocities υP (tk), υSV (tk), and υSH (tk) at seismic stations.

Estimating the sensitivity of active monitoring to changes in the elastic char-

acteristics of the interior zone of the Earth’s crust can be made using mathemati-

cal modeling (Kovalevsky, 2006). The model of the Earth’s crust�mantle system

in the form of a layer at a half-space with different velocity values of elastic

waves is considered. The mathematical statement of the problem is made by

approximating the acoustic wave equation. It is assumed that the vibrational

source has a constant oscillation frequency and that the zone of changes in the

medium has a spherical shape. The wave field in the medium is calculated using

a ray approximation. Wave field variations in the medium and at the free surface

are determined for the case of small velocity changes by calculating the beam

pattern of a fictitious 3D source in a diffraction approach. As a result of such

modeling, we estimated the sensitivity of active monitoring methods to harmonic

vibrational signals.

The relationship between the relative variations in velocity within the zone of

parameter variation and those of the recorded-signal amplitudes is as follows:

δc
c

5 33 1023α
δu
u

RV2ZRZ2S

r0RV2S

� �
λ
r0

� �2

; (1.1.16)

where δc/c is the relative variations in wave velocities within the zone of parame-

ter variation, δu/u is the relative variations in the signal amplitudes recorded on

the free surface, RV�Z is the distance between the vibrator and the zone of param-

eter variation, RZ�S is the distance from the zone of parameter variation to the

recording point (seismometer), r0 is the radius of the zone, λ is the wavelength,

and α is the reflection coefficient, lying within 0.15�1 for the model and the

wave velocities in the core and mantle (Kovalevsky, 2006).

Experience shows that variations in the amplitudes of monofrequency signals

at distances of 100�400 km from the vibrator, at the existing microseismic noise

14 CHAPTER 1.1 Elements of active geophysical monitoring theory



level, can be determined with an accuracy of 1022. Therefore monitoring at the

frequency f5 6 Hz (character wavelength λ5 1 km) and at typical sour-

ce�recorder and source�anomaly distances of 50�100 km (and for the zone of

parameter variation with a radius of 1�10 km) gives the following estimates of

the relative variations in seismic wave velocities:

r0 5 1 km; δc=c5 1022 2 1023;
r0 5 10 km; δc=c5 1025 2 1026:

(1.1.17)

These estimates show that the sensitivity of the active monitoring method is

somewhat high for seismologic methods. This suggests its potential effectiveness

for monitoring changes in the stressed-deformed state in the dilatancy zones of

future earthquakes.

1.1.5 Conclusion
Although the earthquake development process takes a long time (up to several

hundred years), it is an energy-saturated process. Substantial rheological changes

in the geologic medium take place at imminent-earthquake sites, and the varying

sorts of anomalous zones are formed within geophysical fields at such sites.

Crack opening in zones of increased shearing and tensile stresses is the most uni-

versal mechanism of rock changes. Most seismologists believe that the initial

stage of crack opening, and the subsequent state of the medium, when rock failure

processes are developing, are associated with a medium’s dilatancy.

This chapter describes the formation of surface dilatancy zones, which can

cause variations in geophysical fields—and can thus be potential earthquake

precursors. This process is illustrated using an example of point sources for dou-

ble forces and a double pair of forces. The necessary condition for the creation of

dilatancy zones is an Earth surface that is free from stresses. In this case, dilat-

ancy zones are formed from any distribution of forces, creating a nonzero compo-

nent of shearing stresses. Therefore most earthquakes are accompanied by the

creation of such zones. Note that the existence of surface dilatancy zones under

real conditions at this point should be taken as a hypothesis. Using this hypothe-

sis—for practical analysis of extensive accumulated data on the monitoring of

anomalies at various geophysical fields—is an attempt to find the reasons for

the evolution of these anomalies and to elucidate the mechanisms of their

interrelation.

In this chapter a mathematical model of an integral earthquake precursor is

proposed. Physically, it represents the space�time function of crack density in a

zone of the highest stresses on the Earth’s surface, which manifests itself in

anomalous geophysical fields. Mathematically, the integral precursor is deter-

mined using the optimization method of a multidisciplinary (combined) statement

of the inverse problem for the corresponding geophysical fields (the field of

151.1.5 Conclusion



displacements and deformations on the Earth’s surface, the electric conductivity

field, anomalies of the gravitational field, the groundwater level, etc.).

A vibroseismic monitoring scheme for dilatancy zones is discussed in detail.

Estimates of the accuracy obtained with the use of this scheme, which employs

powerful vibrators and recording systems capable of long signal accumulation,

are presented. We show that it is possible to detect relative changes in seismic

wave velocity of about 1025�1026 in an internal zone, with radius 10 km, using

a vibromonitoring system with a 100-ton vibrator and a recording system with

50�100 km offset. These estimates show the high resolution of active vibroseis-

mic monitoring compared to standard seismological methods for the probing of

seismic-prone zones within the Earth’s crust.
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